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Hybrid Cochlear Implant

- The Nucleus Hybrid Cochlear Implant was FDA approved in March, 2014
  - adults 18 years of age and older
  - mild to moderate hearing loss through 500 Hz
Hybrids with Severe LF HL

- Gap in candidacy for implantation
  - Mild to Moderate HL in the LF
  - Severe to profound HL in all frequencies
- Purpose: Determine the benefit of residual hearing in severe LF range

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
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<th>8000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
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</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Hybrids with Severe LF HL

- FDA IDE to see if acoustic hearing in the severe range is beneficial
  - 15 Adults (12 implanted)
    - L24
  - 30 Children (5 implanted)
    - L24 or S12
Candidacy in Children

- Five to fifteen years of age
- PTA between 60-90 dB HL between 125-1500 Hz in the ear to be implanted
  - Profound loss at higher frequencies
- PBK word recognition score between 0% and 50% in the ear to be implanted
  - Contra PBK word recognition score equal to, or better than, the ear to be implanted but not more than 60%
L24 or S12 in Children

• S12 vs L24
  – Hearing threshold $\leq 90$ dB HL at 1500 Hz will be implanted with the Hybrid S12
  – Hearing threshold $>90$ dB HL at 1500 Hz will be implanted with the Hybrid L24
    • N=5
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Summary

• The hybrid can provide significant speech perception benefit to adolescents with moderately severe to severe low-frequency residual hearing.

• While localization scores might be poorer for some hybrid users, scores are much better than those who do not have preserved low-frequency residual hearing in the implanted ear.